
Rocket Activity

Project X - 51
Objectives

To apply rocket principles and design, construct,
test, and launch a water rocket using a real world
problem-solving simulation.

Description

Teams of students will form rocket companies
and compete in a commercial endeavor to con-
struct rockets capable of launching payloads, astro-
naut crews, and even space tourists to Earth orbit. 
Through a strong interdisciplinary approach, bal-
ancing science with technology, engineering, and 
mathematics, they will develop a budget, purchase 
construction materials, and track expenditures while 
designing and constructing their rocket. They will 
then have to test the rocket for stability and fill out 
specification sheets. Finally, the teams will launch 
their rockets and conduct a cost/benefit (altitude vs. 
cost) ratio.

National Science Content Standards
Unifying Concepts and Processes
•  Evidence, models, and explanation
•  Change, constancy, and measurement
Science as Inquiry
•  Abilities necessary to do scientific inquiry
Physical Science
•  Position and motion of objects
•  Motions and forces
Science and Technology
•  Abilities of technological design
Science in Personal and Social Perspectives
•  Risks and benefits
•  Science and technology in local challenges

National Mathematics Content Standards
•  Number and Operations
•  Geometry
•  Measurement
•  Data Analysis and Probability

National Mathematics Process Standards
•  Problem Solving
•  Reasoning and Proof
•  Communication
•  Connections
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Materials

(All supplies need to be available for each 
group.)
-2-liter soft drink bottle
-1-liter water bottle
-1 1 in. long by 3/4 in. diameter PVC segment
-Aluminum soft drink can
-Scrap cardboard, poster board, and tag
board
-Large cardboard panels (about 3 X 1 feet)
for silhouettes
-Duct tape
-Masking tape
-Glue stick
-Low-temperature glue gun
-Modeling clay
-Plastic grocery bag or garbage bag
-String
-Art supplies
(The following are needed for launch day.)
-Water rocket launcher (see page 87)
-Eye protection
-Altitude tracker (see page 81)
-Tape measure
-Water

Management

Prior to this project students should have the oppor-
tunity to design, construct, and launch water rock-
ets using different water volumes and pressures to 
see the effect these variables have on the altitude. 
Students should also become proficient in altitude 
tracking. (See article on page 119.) Doing so will 
prepare them to employ Newton’s laws of motion to 
maximize the flight properties of their rockets.

Divide your students into teams of three. They will 
form competing rocket companies in a request for 
proposal, issued by NASA. Their objective is to con-
struct the best payload/crew/space tourist orbital 
transport rocket. The team will select roles for 
each member: Project Manager, Budget Director, 
and Design and Launch Director. One of the stu-
dent pages that follows contains badges for each 
student. The back side of the badges explain the 
duties for each job. Take digital head shot pictures 
of each student and print them. Have students trim 
the pictures and paste them on to their badges prior 
to laminating them.

The project takes approximately two weeks to 
complete and includes a daily schedule of tasks. 
Students may need additional time to complete 
daily tasks and keep on schedule.

Collect all building materials and copy all reproduc-
ibles before beginning the activity. Make several 
copies of the order forms and blank checks for 
each group.

Allow enough time on the first day for students to 
read and discuss all sheets and determine how the 
sheets apply to the project schedule. Focus on the 
student score sheet to make sure students under-
stand the criteria used to assess their performance. 

By the end of the first day, teams should have 
decided on the roles each member will play, the 
name of the company, and started their rocket 
design.

Background

From the beginning of the space program, rockets, 
spacecraft, spacesuits, launch platforms, and much 
more have been built by contractors. The respon-
sibility of the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA) has been to manage the 
exploration of the atmosphere and space.
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When a particular space mission is decided upon, 
requests for proposals are issued to American 
industry to build the hardware. Corporate teams 
propose designs for rockets, space capsules, or 
whatever else NASA needs for its mission. After 
a competitive process, the winning corporation is 
chosen and money is awarded to begin construc-
tion. Often, when very large contracts are awarded, 
the winning companies will select other companies 
as subcontractors to build component systems. 
This contracting strategy has worked successfully 
for NASA for more than 50 years.

The International Space Station is critical for NASA 
to understand and overcome the challenges of 
long-duration spaceflight necessary for the journey 
to Mars. By encouraging industry to provide human 
transportation services to and from low-Earth orbit, 
NASA can expand its focus on building spacecraft 
(Orion) and rockets (SLS) for deep space missions.

NASA’s Commercial Resupply Services Program 
is an initiative changing the way NASA does busi-
ness, helping build a strong American commercial 
space industry, and freeing the agency to focus on 
the systems that will allow travel farther into space 
than ever before. SpaceX began successfully resup-
plying the space station with cargo in 2012 and 
Northrop Grumman (known as Orbital Sciences at 
the time) followed in 2014.

NASA’s Commercial Crew Program is working with
American aerospace companies The Boeing
Company and SpaceX to develop and operate a 
new generation of spacecraft and launch systems
capable of carrying crews to low-Earth orbit and the
International Space Station. Commercial transpor-
tation to and from the station will provide expanded 
utility, additional research time, and broader oppor-
tunities of discovery on the orbiting laboratory. 
SpaceX had the first successful crewed flight for the 
Commercial Crew Program in May 2020.

Procedure

Refer to the student sheets and the project sched-
ule for details on specific tasks and when they 
should be performed. The project schedule calls for 
teacher demonstration on how to make nose cones 
on day 3 and how to determine the center of pres-
sure and center of mass on day 6.

Discussion

• What did you learn about running a company? 
How might you have done things differently? 
What was the most difficult part of the two 
weeks? What do you understand now that you 
were not sure or aware of before?

• Why is NASA supporting the development of 
private launch vehicles?

Assessment

Base the assessment of team performance on their 
documentation: Project Journal, Silhouette, and 
Launch Results. Refer to the Project X-51 Score 
Sheet for details.

Extensions

• Large space missions often require a wide 
range of subcontractors across the United 
States to provide the expertise neededto build 
the launch and vehicle systems. Learn about 
the contributions contractors in your state 
make towards the exploration of outer space. 
A good place to start is with the Space Grant 
Consortium for your state. Consortium mem-
bers (colleges and universities) promote space 
research and educational activities in their home 
states and work with local space industries. The 
following website contains an interactive listing 
of Space Grant programs by state:
http://www.nasa.gov/offices/education/pro-
grams/national/spacegrant/home/Space_ 
Grant_Directors.html
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Request for Proposal
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration is seeking competitive bids for an advanced rocket 
capable of launching large payloads and crew to Earth orbit at low cost. The lnternational Space Station 
needs continual crew and cargo resupply flights. NASA will also need massive amounts of rocket fuel and 
other supplies for future deep space missions transported to orbit. The winning company will design and test 
a rocket capable of transporting supplies and crew to space at the best cost. As an added bonus, the rockets 
developed will also be ideal for use in space tourism. The winning company will be awarded a $100,000,000 
development contract. Interested companies are invited to submit proposals to NASA for a rocket capable of 
meeting the objectives below.

The objectives of Project X-51 are:

a. Design and draw a bottle rocket plan to scale.
b. Develop a budget for the project and stay within the allotted funds.
c. Build a test rocket using the budget and plans developed by the team.
d. List rocket specificaions and evaluate the rocket’s stability by determining its center of mass and center of    
    pressure and by conducting a string test.
e. Successfully test launch the rocket with a 250 gram payload of simulated fuel.
f.  Display fully illustrated rocket designs in class. Include dimensional information, location of center of mass         
    and center of pressure, and actual flight data including time aloft and altitude reached. Launch the rocket to                 
    achieve the greatest altitude.
g. Neatly and accurately complete a rocket journal.
h. Develop a cost analysis for the rocket and justify its economic benefits.

Proposal Deadline: Two (2) weeks.
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Project X-51 Checklist
Project Grading:

50% Documentation - See Project Journal below. Must be complete and neat.
25% Proper display and documentation of rocket silhouette.
25% Launch data - Measurements, accuracy, and completeness.

Project Awards:

USA will award exploration contracts to the companies with the top three rocket designs based on the above 
criteria. The awards are valued at:

First $100,000,000
Second $50,000,000
Third $30,000,000

Project Journal:

Check off items as you complete them.

  1. Creative cover with members’ names, date, project number and company name.

  2. Certificate of Assumed Name (registration of the name of your business).

  3. Scale drawing of rocket plans. Clearly indicate scale. Label: Top, Side, and End views.

  4. Budget Projection.

  5. Balance Sheet.

  6. Canceled checks. Staple checks on a page in ascending numerical order (3 to a page).

  7. Pre-Launch Analysis.

  8. Rocket Launch Day Log.

  9. Score Sheet (part 3).
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Badges
Each team member will be assigned specific tasks to help their team function successfully. All team members 
assist with design, construction, launch, and paperwork. Print the badges and fold them on the dashed lines. 
Take digital pictures of the teams and paste head shot prints inside the boxes on the front of the badges. 
Laminate the badges and provide string loops or clips for wearing them.
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  State of:

Certificate
of

Assumed Name

A filing fee of $50.00 must accompany this form. 
Make out the check to “Registrar.”

Filing Date:     , 20

Project 
Number:

State the exact assumed name under which the business will be 
conducted:

List the name of the officers of the business:

 Project Manager
 
 Budget Manager

 Design and Launch Director

Describe the product of your business:
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Project X-51 Budget
Your team will be given a budget of $1,000,000. Use the money wisely, plan well, and keep accurate records 
of all expenditures. Once your money runs out, you will operate in the “red.” This will count against your team 
score. If you are broke at the time of the launch, you will be unable to purchase rocket fuel. You will then be 
forced to launch with compressed air only. You may purchase only as much rocket fuel as you can afford at 
the time of the launch.

All materials not purchased from the listed subcontractors will be assessed an import duty tax of 20% of the 
market value. Materials not on the subcontractors list will be assessed an Originality Tax of $5,000.00 per 
item. 

A project delay penalty fee will be assessed for not working on task, lacking materials, etc. The maximum 
penalty is $300,000 per day.
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Project X-51 Budget Projection
Company Name:

Record below all expenses your company expects to incur in the design, 
construction, and launch of your rocket.
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Project X-51 Balance Sheet
Company Name:
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Rocket Measurements 
for Scale Drawing

Date:          , 20

Project No.

Company Name:

Use metric measurements to measure and record the data in the blanks below.  
Be sure to accurately measure all objects that are constant (such as bottles) and those you will 
control (like the size and design of fins). If additional data lines are needed, use the back of this 
sheet. Mark “NA” in columns that don’t apply to the object being measured. For example, diameter 
and circumference do not apply to fin measurement.

Using graph paper, draw side, top, and bottom views of your rocket to scale (1 square =  2cm), based 
on the measurements recorded above. Attach your drawings to this paper. If you make changes dur-
ing construction, your scale drawing and measurement sheet should reflect them.
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Project X-51 Scale Drawing      Company Name:
Scale: 1 square = 2 centimeters
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Rocket Stability Determination
(Swing Test)

A rocket that flies straight through the air is said to 
be stable. A rocket that veers off course or tumbles 
is said to be unstable. Whether a rocket is stable or 
unstable depends upon its design. 

All rockets have two “centers.” The first is the cen-
ter of mass. This is a point about which the rocket 
balances. The picture to the right shows a rocket 
suspended from a string. The rocket is hanging hor-
izontal. That means that it is balanced. The string 
is positioned exactly beneath the rocket’s center of 
mass. (This rocket looks like it should really hang 
with its tail section downward. What you can’t 
see in the picture is a mass of clay placed in the 
rocket’s nose cone. This gives the left side as much 
mass as the right side. Hence, the rocket balances.)

The center of mass is important to a rocket. If the 
rocket is unstable, it will tumble around the center 
of mass in flight the way a stick tumbles when you 
toss it. 

The other “center” of a rocket is the center of 
pressure. This is a point in the shape of the rocket 
where half of the surface area of the rocket is on 
one side and half on the other. The center of pres-
sure is different from the center of mass in that its 
position is not affected by what is inside the rocket. 
It is only based on the rocket’s shape.

Air strikes the surface of the rocket as the rocket 
moves. You know what this is like. If you stick your 
arm outside a car window when it is moving, you 
feel pressure from the air striking your arm. The 
center of pressure of a rocket is the middle point. 
Half of the total pressure on the rocket is on one 
side of the point and half on the other.

Depending upon the design of the rocket, the cen-
ter of mass and the center of pressure can be in 
different places. When the center of mass is in front 
of the center of pressure (towards the nose end), 
the rocket is stable. When the center of pressure is 
towards the front, the rocket is unstable.

When designing a stable rocket, the center of mass must 
be to the front and the center of pressure must be to the 
rear.

A simple way to accomplish stability is to place fins 
at the rear of the rocket and place extra mass in 
the nose. Look at the rockets below. One of them is 
stable and the others are not. The center of mass 
is shown with a back dot. The center of pressure 
is shown with a red dot. Which rocket will fly on 
course?

Rocket B is the most stable rocket. Rocket C will 
definitely tumble in flight. Rocket A will probably fly 
on a crooked path. Any cross winds encountered by 
the rocket as it climbs will cause it to go off course.
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How to Determine Your Rocket’s 
Stability

1. Draw a scale diagram of your rocket on the graph 
paper. Make it exactly like the shape of your rocket 
as seen from the side.

2. Tie a string loop snugly around your rocket so 
that you have one long end to hold. Except for the 
water needed for launch, your rocket should be set 
up exactly as it will be during launch.

3. Slide the loop until the rocket hangs horizontally. 
When it hangs horizontally, the string is at the rock-
et’s center of mass. Mark that spot in the middle of 
your rocket on the scale diagram. Use a black dot.

4. Cut out a silhouette of your rocket from a piece of 
cardboard. Make it exactly the same shape and size 
of your rocket as seen from the side. 

5. Balance the silhouette on the edge of a ruler. 
The center of pressure of your rocket is where the 
ruler is located. Mark that spot in the middle of your 
rocket on the scale diagram. Use a red dot.

6. If the center of pressure is before (towards the 
rocket’s nose) the center of mass, add some addi-
tional clay to the rocket OR increase the size of the 
fins. Repeat the tests until the center of mass is in 
front.

7. Verify your design results by conducting a swing 
test. Balance the rocket again with the string. Use a 
couple of pieces of masking tape to hold the string 
loop in position. Stand in a clear area and slowly 
start the rocket swinging in a circle. If the rocket is 
really stable, it will swing with its nose forward and 
the tail to the back.

In flight, the rocket will try to tumble around its 
center of mass. If the center of pressure is properly 
placed, the rocket will fly straight instead. More air 
pressure will be exerted on the lower end of the 
rocket than on the upper end. This keeps the lower 
end down and the nose pointed up!
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Project X-51

Pre-Launch Analysis

Company Name:        Project No.

Project Manager:

Design and Launch Director:

Budget Director:

Rocket Specifications

Total Mass:  g    Number of Fins: 

Total Length:    cm    Length of Nose Cone:         cm

Width (widest part):      cm  Volume of Rocket Fuel (H2O) to be 

Circumference:         cm   used on launch day:       ml

Rocket Stability

Center of Mass (CM)     Center of Pressure (CP)

Distance from Nose:        cm      cm

Distance from Tail:     cm       cm

Distance of CM from CP:      cm     

Did your rocket pass the string test?
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Flight Day Log

        Date:        ,20

Project No.         Time:

Company Name:

Launch Director:

Weather Conditions:

 Wind Speed:    mph     Wind Direction:

 Air Temperature:      oC

Launch Location:

Launch Angle (degrees):   Launch Direction:

Fuel (Water) Volume:        ml          Pressure:    psi

Altitude Reached:         M

Evaluate your rocket’s performance:

Recommendations for future flights:
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Project X-51 Score Sheet

Total Score:       Project No.

        Date:   ,20

Company Name:

Part 1: Documentation = 50% of project grade

 Neatness     Completeness

 Accuracy     Order

 On Time     Score:

Part 2: Silhouette = 25% of project grade

 Neatness     Completeness

 Accuracy     Proper Balance

 Correct use of labels   Score:

Part 3: Launch Results = 25% of project grade (teams complete this section)

 a. Rocket Altitude    Rank

 b. Expenditures and Penalty Fees
 (Check total from Balance Sheet)

 c. Final Balance
 (New Balance on Balance Sheet)

 d. Efficiency (Cost/meter)
 (Divide investment (b) by Rocket Altitude (a)

 e. Contract Award

 f. Profit
 (Contract Award (e) minus Expenditures (b)

       Score:
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It Takes a Community to Explore Space

Aerospace Engineer   
Architect 
Astronaut 
Astronomer 
Biologist 
Chemical Engineer 
Chemist Communications 
Engineer Computer 
Engineer Dietician 
Doctor

Electrical Engineer 
Environmental Scientist 
Geographer Geologist 
Materials Engineer 
Mechanical Engineer 
Meteorologist Mission 
Controller Nurse 
Oceanographer

Physicist  
Public Affairs Specialist 
Robotics Engineer Safety 
and Occupational
Health Specialist 
Simulation Specialist 
Teacher 
Technician  
Test Pilot 
Wildlife Biologist

See a job that looks interesting?  Want to joint the team?  All these careers and many more are needed to explore space.

NASA and the companies that build rockets and spacecraft are always on the lookout for future scientists, technicians, engineers, and mathe-
maticians. They need people who can plan, design, build, manage, and fly missions throughout the Solar System. Big rockets and spacecraft 
are comprised of many integrated systems. People, working together, build spacesuits, prepare space food, construct energy and environ-
mental systems, program computers, and train flight crews. Doctors keep the astronauts healthy on the ground and in space. Technicians 
prepare the launch pads, pack booster parachutes, and process payloads.

Visit some of the Internet sites below. They list current NASA job openings, help future aerospace workers plan their education, and tell about 
opportunities available to students. Also check out the opportunities available on the Internet sites of private space companies that launch 
space tourists, satellites, and build heavy-lift rockets for transporting cargo to orbit.

 NASA Internships – https://intern.nasa.gov/ 

 NASA People – www.nasa.gov/about/people 

 Careers @ NASA – www.nasa.gov/careers

Print this page on the back of the achievement award.
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